Abstract: This study examines vectorized programming for finite impulse response image filtering. Finite impulse response image filtering occupies a fundamental place in image processing, and has several approximated acceleration algorithms. However, no sophisticated method of acceleration exists for parameter adaptive filters or any other complex filter. For this case, simple subsampling with code optimization is a unique solution. Under the current Moore's law, increases in central processing unit frequency have stopped. Moreover, the usage of more and more transistors is becoming insuperably complex due to power and thermal constraints. Most central processing units have multi-core architectures, complicated cache memories, and short vector processing units. This change has complicated vectorized programming. Therefore, we first organize vectorization patterns of vectorized programming to highlight the computing performance of central processing units by revisiting the general finite impulse response filtering. Furthermore, we propose a new vectorization pattern of vectorized programming and term it as loop vectorization. Moreover, these vectorization patterns mesh well with the acceleration method of subsampling of kernels for general finite impulse response filters. Experimental results reveal that the vectorization patterns are appropriate for general finite impulse response filtering. A new vectorization pattern with kernel subsampling is found to be effective for various filters. These include Gaussian range filtering, bilateral filtering, adaptive Gaussian filtering, randomly-kernel-subsampled Gaussian range filtering, randomly-kernel-subsampled bilateral filtering, and randomly-kernel-subsampled adaptive Gaussian filtering.
Introduction
Image processing is known as high-load processing. Accordingly, vendors of central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units (GPUs) provide tuned libraries, such as the Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (Intel IPP) and NVIDIA Performance Primitives (NPP). Open-source communities also provide optimized image processing libraries, such as OpenCV, OpenVX, boost Generic Image Library (GIL), and scikit-image.
Moore's law [1] indicates that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit will double every two years. Early in the development of integrated circuits, the increased numbers of transistors were largely devoted to increase clock speeds of CPUs. Power and thermal constraints limit increases in CPU frequency, and the utilization of the increased numbers of transistors has become complex [2] . Nowadays, most CPUs have multi-core architectures, complicated cache memories, transformation becomes overhead; thus, we focus on the situation that can ignore the pre-processing time. The situation is interactive filtering, such as photo editing. Once the data structure is transformed, then we can filter an image to seek optimal parameters without preprocessing, because the filtering image already has been converted.
In this paper, we contribute the following: We summarize a taxonomy of vectorized programming of FIR image filtering as vectorization patterns. We propose a new vectorizing pattern. Moreover, the proposed pattern is oriented to kernel subsampling. These patterns with kernel subsampling accelerate FIR filters, which do not have sophisticated algorithms. Moreover, the proposed pattern is practical for interactive filters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews general FIR filters. Section 3 systematizes vectorized programming for FIR image filters as vectorization patterns. Section 4 proposes a new vectorization pattern for FIR filtering. Section 5 introduces target algorithms of filtering for vectorization. Section 6 shows experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
2D FIR Image Filtering and Its Acceleration

Definition of 2D FIR Image Filtering
2D FIR filtering is typical image processing. It is defined as follows:
f (p, q)I(q),
where I andĪ are the input and output images, respectively. p and q are the current and reference positions, respectively. A kernel-shape function N (p) comprises a set of reference pixel positions, and varies at every pixel p. The weight function f (p, q) is the weight of the position p with regard to the position q of the reference pixel. The function f could change at pixel position p. η is a normalizing function. If the FIR filter's gain is 1, we set the normalizing function to be the following:
General Acceleration of FIR Image Filtering
Several approaches have been taken with regard to the acceleration of general FIR filters. These include separable filtering [13] , image subsampling [15] , and kernel subsampling [16] . In the separable filtering, the filtering kernel is separated into vertical and horizontal kernels as a 1D filter chain using the separability of the filtering kernel. The general 2D FIR filter has the computational order of O(r 2 ) for each pixel, where r denotes the kernel radius of the filter. The computational order of a separable filter is O(r). If the filtering kernel is not separable, either singular value decomposition (SVD) or truncated SVD can be used to create separable kernels. When truncated SVD is used, the image is forcefully smoothed with a few sets of separable kernels for acceleration. However, when kernel weight changes for each pixel, we need SVD computation for every pixel. Here, the separable approach is inefficient.
Image subsampling resizes an input image and then filters it. Finally, the filtered image is upsampled. This subsampling greatly accelerates filtering, but the accuracy of approximation is not high. Further, the method has the significant drawback of losing high-frequency signals.
Kernel subsampling reduces the number of reference pixels in the filtering kernel as a similar approach to image subsampling. Figure 1 represents kernel subsampling. The reduction of computational time in kernel subsampling is not as extensive as that of image subsampling, while kernel subsampling could keep a higher approximation accuracy than image subsampling. Thus, we focus on kernel subsampling. In the Appendix A, we examine the processing time and accuracy of image subsampling and kernel subsampling more closely. The approximation accuracy of these types of subsampling depends on the ratio and pattern of subsampling. Image and kernel subsampling generate aliasing, but a randomized algorithm [34, 35] moderates this negative effect. Random sampling reduces defective results from aliasing for human vision [36] . Random-sampling algorithms were first introduced in accelerating ray tracing and were utilized for FIR filtering in [15, 16] . The main subject of this paper is the general acceleration of FIR filtering by using SIMD vectorization. We adopt kernel subsampling for acceleration because kernel subsampling has a high accuracy of approximation and is not limited by the type of kernel.
Design Patterns of Vectorized Programming for FIR Image Filtering
Data Loading and Storing in Vectorized Programming
The SIMD operations calculate multiple data at once; hence, the SIMD operations are high performance. Such operations constrain all vector elements to follow the same control flow. That is, only one element in a vector cannot be processed with a different operation as a conditional branch. Therefore, we require data structures, wherein processing data are continuously in memory, for the load and store instructions. Such instructions move continuous data from the memory/register to the register/memory. For this case, spatial locality in memory is high. On the other hand, we can relieve the restriction by performing discontinuous loading and storing. The operations are realized with set instruction or scalar operations. These methods use scalar registers; thus, these methods are slower than the load and store instructions. Recent SIMD instruction sets have the gather and scatter instructions, which load and store for discontinuous positions in memory. However, such instructions also have higher latency than the sequential load and store instructions. Discontinuous load and store operations also decrease spatial locality in memory access; hence, cache-missing occurs. Cache-missing decreases performance. Moreover, memory alignment is important for the load and store instructions. Most CPUs are word-oriented. Data are aligned in word-length chunks, with 32 bits and 64 bits. In aligned data loading and storing, CPUs access memory only once. In non-aligned data loading and storing, CPUs access memory twice. Therefore, the performance of the load and store instructions decreases if non-aligned data loading or storing occurs. Furthermore, vectorized programming requires padding if the data size is smaller than the SIMD register size. This is because SIMD operations require the number of register-size elements to be at least even if the data length is shorter than the SIMD register size. In this case, the data are padded with a value such as zero, which reduces the valid vectorization ratio.
Image Data Structure
An image data structure is a 1D array of pixels in memory. Such pixels have color channel information, such as R, G, B, or the transparent channel A. The usual image structure is interleaved with color channel information. In the image data structure, data are not continuously arranged in spatial sampling because the other channel pixels intercept sequential access. Therefore, the image data structure should be transformed into SIMD-friendly structures. Some frequently used transformations are split, which converts a multi-channel image into a plurality of images for each channel, and merge, which converts a few images of each channel into one multi-channel image.
The transformed data structures correspond to structure of array (SoA) and array of structures (AoS) [37] . Figure 2 shows data arrangements in memory for each data structure. AoS is a default data structure for images. SoA is a data structure used in the split transformation for the AoS structure. When pixels are accessed at different positions in the same channel, the accessing cost in AoS is higher than that in SoA. However, for the access of pixels at the same positions with different channels, the cost in AoS is lower than that in SoA. SoA is primarily used in vectorization programming. The size of a pixel including RGB is smaller than the size of the SIMD register. Thus, in vectorized programming, pixels are vectorized horizontally so that the size of the vectorized pixels is the same as the size of the SIMD register. 
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Vectorization of FIR Filtering
FIR image filtering contains five nested loops. There are three types of loops: loops for scanning image pixels, a kernel, and color channels. The loops for the image pixels and the kernel have four nested loops, which comprise loops for both pixel and kernel loops in the vertical and horizontal directions. Furthermore, when the filtering image has color channels, the processing for each channel is also regarded as a loop. Note that the length of the color loop is obviously shorter than the other loops. Figure 3 depicts the loops of the FIR filter, and Figure 4a indicates the code for general FIR filtering. To vectorize the code, loop unrolling to group pixels is necessary. Three types of loop unrolling are possible: pixel loop unrolling, kernel loop unrolling, and color loop unrolling. Here, we summarize each pattern as vectorization patterns of basic vectorized programming for 2D FIR filtering. 
Color Loop Unrolling
In color loop unrolling, color channels in a pixel are vectorized to compute each color channel in parallel. Figures 4b and 5a depict the code and vectorization approach to color loop unrolling. In this pattern, a pixel that includes all color channels requires a length of SIMD register size. Typically, the color represents three color channels, namely, R, B, and G. As it is known today, the SIMD register has 4 elements in SSE, 8 elements in AVX/AVX2, and 16 elements in AVX512 for the case of single-precision floating point numbers. Therefore, the size of a pixel, including all color channels, remains smaller than the size of SIMD register, and we require zero padding. Using zero padding, aligned data loading is always possible because every loading data address is aligned. However, this pattern decreases valid vectorization efficiency by the amount of zero padding. Kernel weight is scalar; thus, this pattern has no constraint in vector operations for weight handling. Since vectorization is performed for color channels in all pixels, the pattern has no constraints in image size and kernel shape. 
Kernel Loop Unrolling
In kernel loop unrolling, reference pixels in a kernel are vectorized to calculate kernel convolution processing for a pixel of interest in parallel. Figures 4c and 5b indicate the code and vectorization approach to kernel loop unrolling. If the kernel width, which depends on parameters, is a multiple of the size of the SIMD register, reference pixels are able to be efficiently loaded into the SIMD register. However, in most cases, kernel width is not a multiple of the SIMD register size. In such a case, residual processing is necessary for residual reference pixels, which generally occur at the lateral edge of the kernel. The set/gather instruction or scalar operations, which do not assume sequential access, are used for residual processing. The kernel loop steps incrementally; thus, the loading memory address must cross unaligned addresses. In this pattern, weights are vectorially calculated by reference pixels. If the kernel weight depends only on the position relative to the pixel of interest, it is possible to efficiently load the weight into the SIMD register. Because only reference pixels are vectorized, no restriction exists on image size. In this pattern, reference pixels are required to have continuous loading; thus, kernel shape is constrained. Kernel subsampling, where reference pixels are discontinuous, cannot use the pattern (see Figure 5c ). The set/gather instruction is used for kernel subsampling. We call kernel loop unrolling with the set/gather instruction arbitrary kernel loop unrolling. Arbitrary kernel loop unrolling is slower than kernel loop unrolling because the set/gather instruction is inefficient.
This pattern can be achieved on SoA, but the image data structure is usually AoS. Therefore, color channel splitting must be performed before processing. Output data structure should be AoS, and this pattern outputs scalar data; thus, the data are stored with scalar instructions. The pattern has more constraints than color loop unrolling, but the vectorization efficiency of the pattern is significantly better than that of color loop unrolling.
Pixel Loop Unrolling
In pixel loop unrolling, pixels of interest and reference pixels are vectorized to calculate in parallel the multiplicity of kernel convolutions for multiple pixels of interest. We realize the processing by extending the kernel convolution processing as vector operations between pixels of interest and reference pixels. Figures 4d and 5d depict the code and vectorization approach to pixel loop unrolling. If image width is a multiple of the SIMD register size, the pixels of interest and reference pixels are efficiency loaded. If image width is not a multiple of SIMD register size, residual processing is required at the lateral edge of the image. For residual processing, the image is padded so that its width is a multiple of the SIMD register size, or the set/gather instruction or the scalar operation is executed similarly to kernel loop unrolling. Access to the reference pixels is incrementally stepping, as is kernel loop unrolling; thus, loading memory address must cross unaligned addresses. Kernel weight must be calculated for each reference pixel among vectorized elements. However, if the calculated weight depends only on relative position, it must be the same for each reference pixel in a vector. This is because the relative positions of the pixel of interest and the reference pixel are the same in the vector (see Figure 5d ). There are no restrictions for the pattern in kernel width because the calculation for the pixel of interest and the reference pixel is vectorized. If the kernel shapes remain identical in all pixels of interest, the pattern can be used. However, if the kernel shapes are variant for each pixel of interest in a vector, the pattern cannot be used. Such condition is filtering with random kernel subsampling and adaptive spatial kernel filtering (see Figure 5f ). In these filters, the relative positions of the pixel of interest and the reference pixel are not the same in a vector; thus, the access for the reference pixels is not continuous. The set/gather instruction resolves this discontinuous issues. We call this pattern arbitrary pixel loop unrolling. This pattern can accommodate different kernel shapes. The kernel size of this pattern must be adjusted to the largest number of reference pixels. Arbitrary pixel loop unrolling is slower than pixel loop unrolling as with the case of arbitrary kernel loop unrolling. If the weights are not the same for all reference pixels in a vector, the result is more expensive than using the same weight for all (see Figure 5e ).
Before filtering in this pattern, we perform color channel splitting to adjust the data layout to acquire horizontally sequential data. The output of this pattern is SoA, and a usual image should be AoS; thus, postprocessing is needed for AoS conversion. In this pattern, parallel computing is used in the outermost loop; the vectorization of that loop is highly efficient. However, this pattern has greater constraints than kernel loop unrolling.
Proposed Design Pattern of Vectorization
In this section, we propose a new vectorization pattern in FIR image filtering with kernel subsampling, which we call loop vectorization. We summarize characteristics of the previous vectorization patterns and our new one in Table 1 . The proposed pattern encounters none of the constraints that exist in the previous patterns. In this proposed pattern, reference pixels are extracted in the kernel and the pixels are grouped as a 1D vector. This vector must be multiple times as long as the SIMD register size. To adjust the length of the vector, extra data are padded with zero. We collect the vector for all pixels and construct volume data using the vectors. This rearrangement scheme is called loop vectorization. Figure 6 indicates an example of loop vectorization for kernel loop, which is called kernel loop vectorization. As a prepossessing for filtering, we transform an input image into volume data by loop vectorization. Let the number of elements in the kernel be K and the size of the image be S. The volume data size is KS. Figure 7 depicts the code of proposed pattern. The pattern on color images is shown in Figure 6c . This pattern interleaves individual R, G, and B vectors whose length is the size of an SIMD register. Zero paddings in kernel loops are required for each color channel. The proposed pattern has a data structure that is the array of structure of array (AoSoA) [37] . AoSoA is preferable for contiguous memory access, and its data structure has a high spatial locality in memory. Therefore, AoSoA has the greater efficiency than SoA and AoS in memory prefetching. The FIR filtering is related convolutional neural network (CNN) [38] based deep learning. The proposed pattern is similar approach to convolution lowering (im2col) [39] [40] [41] , which is CNN acceleration method. In the proposed pattern, we convert it to a data structure specialized for vector operation in CPU by considering data alignment and data arrangement of the color channel. In addition, parallelization efficiency is improved by the proposed pattern for the pixel loop. Therefore, the proposed pattern can also be effective for CNN-based deep learning in CPU.
The proposed pattern can also vectorize pixel loop. In the proposed pattern of pixel loop vectorization, a vector is created with the accessed pixels through pixel loop unrolling; thus, a vector is created in the units of the pixels of interest to be unrolled. Pixel loop vectorization is highly parallelization efficient because it parallelizes the outermost loop as well as the case of pixel loop unrolling. However, if the filtering parameters are different per each kernel, pixel loop vectorization requires the set instruction for the different parameters for each pixel of interest. The limitations of this pattern are the same as those of pixel loop unrolling.
The advantages of the proposed pattern include the fact that, unlike other patterns, these patterns are not restricted by the image width, kernel width, and kernel shape. In addition, data alignment will clearly be consistent in any conditions. The disadvantage is that the proposed pattern requires huge memory capacity. Kernel subsampling, however, moderates the memory footprint of loop vectorization. Furthermore, the proposed pattern is particularly effective in its use of kernel subsampling, because memory accesses of the other patterns are not sequential in filtering with kernel subsampling but those of the proposed pattern are sequential. In random subsampling, performance will be more outstanding. The proposed pattern is also effective for cases where kernel radius or image size is large. In such conditions, cache-missing frequently occurs in the other patterns.
A limitation of the proposed pattern is the rearrangement processing is overhead. However, the proposed pattern is practical for certain applications, such as image editing, where the same image is processed multiple times. In image editing, rearrangement is only performed when the process begins. In this application, a user interactively changes parameters and repeats filtering several times to seek more desirable results. In interactive filtering, the overhead caused by the rearrangement may be simply a waiting time for interactive photo editing to begin. The characteristics of interactive filtering can also be utilized in feature extraction of scale-space filtering, e.g., SIFT [42] .
Material and Methods
We here vectorize six filtering algorithms, namely, the Gaussian range filter (GRF), the bilateral filter (BF) [43] , the adaptive Gaussian filter (AGF) [44] , the randomly-kernel-subsampled Gaussian range filter (RKS-GRF), the randomly-kernel-subsampled bilateral filter (RKS-BF) [16] , and the randomly-kernel-subsampled adaptive Gaussian filter (RKS-AGF). The main characteristics of these filters are summarized in Table 2 . Note that the BF has various acceleration algorithms [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , but we select a naïve BF to cover types of the general FIR filter. In this paper, we deal with two types of implementation of these filters: the calculating weights with SIMD instructions and calculated weights with lookup tables (LUTs). The kinds of implementation differ in their characteristics. In calculating weights, it is possible to focus on data loading, and in using LUTs, it focuses on the case of optimal implementation. Table 2 . Characteristics of the Gaussian range filter (GRF), the bilateral filter (BF), the adaptive Gaussian filter (AGF), the randomly-kernel-subsampled Gaussian range filter (RKS-GRF), the randomly-kernel-subsampled bilateral filter (RKS-BF), and the randomly-kernel-subsampled adaptive Gaussian filter (RKS-AGF). 
Filter
Gaussian Range Filter
The weight of the GRF is defined as follows:
where · 2 is the L2 norm, and σ r is a standard deviation.
The weight depends on the intensities of the nearest pixels. The values of the nearest pixels are different; thus, the LUT of the Gaussian range weight is discontinuously accessed for each pixel differential. In direct weight computation, the vectorized exponential operation is not including in the SIMD instruction set, although the Intel compiler extendedly provides the vectorized exponential operation. Hence, we use the Intel compiler.
Bilateral Filter
The BF is a representative filter of edge-preserving filtering. The weight of the BF is denoted in the following way:
where σ s and σ r are the standard deviations for the space and range kernels, respectively. The weight can be decomposed into spatial and range weight. The spatial weight, which is the first exponential function, matches the weight in Gaussian filtering. The range weight, which is the second exponential function, matches the weight in the GRF. The LUT of the space weights is continuously accessed because relative positions of the reference pixels are continuous. On the other hand, the LUT of the range weight is not continuous as with the GRF.
Adaptive Gaussian Filter
The AGF operates in a slightly different manner from Gaussian filtering. The standard deviation dynamically changes, pixel by pixel. The weight of the AGF is defined as follows:
where σ s (p) is a pixel-dependent parameter found in a parameter map. Here, we use this filter for refocusing. In this application, we change the parameter of the Gaussian distribution using a depth map [45, 46] as the parameter map. The detail of the AGF based on the depth map is defined as follows:
where D is the depth map, d is the focusing depth value, and α is a parameter of the range of the depth of field. The function of the kernel shape N (p) in Equations (1) and (2) is different for each pixel of interest p.
Blurring is minimal at the focused pixel, and most of the kernel weights may become zero. In this case, the region whose kernel weights are not zero can be regarded as an arbitrary kernel depending on r , which is less than the actual r, due to the property of the Gaussian distribution. This means that, if the processing pixel of interest is in focus, we can only process a small kernel depending on r . Pixel loop vectorization, pixel loop unrolling, and kernel loop unrolling are restricted in terms of the kernel shape function. Therefore, the largest kernels in a vector of the pixel of interest should be used to maintain the restriction. Further, within kernel loop vectorization, arbitrary kernel loop unrolling, and color loop unrolling, the amount of processing can be reduced using small kernels.
In the AGF, multiple LUTs are prepared to compute kernel weights whose size is D × (2r + 1) × (2r + 1). D is the number of elements in the depth range. The utilized LUT is switched by the depth value. In kernel loop vectorization, kernel loop, and color loop unrolling, the LUT is sequentially accessed within a single LUT. In pixel loop vectorization and pixel loop unrolling, the LUT is instead discontinuously accessed across multiple LUTs.
Randomly-Kernel-Subsampled Filter
The randomly-kernel-subsampled filter is an approximation of FIR filtering. This filter uses a different kernel shape function N (p) to randomly subsample pixels in a kernel. The kernel shape functions N (p) of the GRF, BF, and AGF return permanent positions. The kernel functions N (p) of the RKS-GRF, RKS-BF, and RKS-AGF return variable positions for a pixel-by-pixel p. The RKS-GRF, RKS-BF, and RKS-AGF are represented as follows:
where n = |N (p)| denotes the number of samples, and R j (p) randomly returns the positions of support pixels around p. R similarly works for kernel subsampling. Note that N (p) can be decomposed into R j (p) and the partial summation operation ∑ n j=1 in the randomly-kernel-subsampled filter.
Experimental Results
We verified all the vectorization patterns and proposed vectorization pattern using kernel subsampling for the GRF, BF, AGF, RKS-GRF, RKS-BF, and RKS-AGF. Further, we compared the two types of proposed loop vectorization, which were kernel loop vectorization and pixel loop vectorization, with pixel loop, kernel loop, and color loop unrolling. Importantly, arbitrary kernel loop unrolling was used instead of kernel loop unrolling in kernel subsampling and randomly-kernel-subsampling conditions. Further, arbitrary pixel loop unrolling was used in the place of pixel loop unrolling in randomly-kernel-subsampled filters. This step was taken because kernel loop unrolling cannot be used in (randomly) kernel subsampling, and pixel loop unrolling cannot be used in randomly-kernel-subsampled filters. These filters were implemented in C++ using AVX2 and FMA instructions as SIMD instruction sets. Additionally, multi-core parallelization was used with concurrency. The CPU used was an Intel Core-i7 6850X 3.0 GHz, and the memory used was DDR4 16 GBytes. Windows 10 64 bits was used for the OS, and Intel Compiler 18.0 was employed as the compiler. The experimental code reached around 100,000 lines. Figures 8-20 indicate the processing time and speedup ratio for each filter. The time for computation is judged to be the median value of 100 trials. In addition, the time for computation does not include rearrangement time in all patterns because we focus on interactive filters. The speedup ratio relates the kernel loop vectorization vs. another pattern. If the speedup ratio exceeds 1, the other pattern is faster than kernel loop vectorization. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the GRF. The computational times for the two types of the proposed pattern are almost the same as those for pixel loop unrolling, and such patterns are faster than other patterns. In the two types of proposed pattern, the non-aligned load does not occur, in contrast with other patterns; hence, the two types of the proposed pattern are fast. Pixel loop unrolling has the most cache-efficiency because the locality of the input image is high. Cache-missing errors, however, occur in the large kernel radius and/or large images cases because of the gaps in the discontinuous access due to memory increase. Kernel loop unrolling is less rapid in conditions of kernel subsampling because arbitrary kernel loop unrolling is present in kernel-subsampling conditions. Color loop unrolling is the slowest pattern. Figures 10 and 11 indicate the results for the BF. The BF has a Gaussian spatial kernel added to the GRF's kernel. The accessing pattern to the spatial kernel is sequential for all vectorization patterns; for this reason, the spatial kernel does not dramatically change the efficiency of all patterns in this filter. Therefore, the BF results follow almost the same trend as the GRF results. If the ratio exceeds 1, the given pattern is faster than the kernel loop vectorization. Figures 12 and 13 indicate the results of the AGF. In the case of weight computation, the figures indicate that kernel loop vectorization is the fastest pattern. If LUTs are used, kernel loop vectorization is the fastest when r is large. When r is small, pixel loop unrolling is the fastest. Where LUTs are used, the implementation of pixel loop unrolling is efficient. However, where r is large, cache-missing occurs and the speed decreases. Here, we compare the results of a full sampling with the results of a subsampling using peak signal noise ratio (PSNR). In this figure, PSNR is found to be around 40 dB for all cases; thus, the filtered image has sufficient accuracy of approximation for all filters. Offset computing time for loop vectorization in data structure transformation is discussed. Figure 21 presents the processing time required for loop vectorization. Processing time increases with increases in kernel radius and image size. Computing time is linearly proportional to the number of elements in the loop-vectorized data, namely, (2r + 1) 2 × s, where the kernel radius is r and the image size is s. However, for interactive filtering, this drawback can be neglected. Rearranged processing time must occur before filtering can be done at first in the proposed pattern, but it is not required for subsequent filtering. Therefore, rearrangement of processing time does not lead to significant problems in interactive filtering. If images show continuous change, such as in video, the second-fastest pattern should be used instead of the proposed one. The pattern that is proposed requires rearrangement for every image. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we summarize a taxonomy of vectorized programming for FIR image filtering. We also propose a new vectorization pattern of vectorized programming, which we call loop vectorization. These vectorization patterns are combined with an acceleration method of kernel subsampling for general FIR filters. The experimental results indicate that the patterns are appropriate for FIR filtering, and a new pattern with kernel subsampling can be profitably used for Gaussian range filtering (GRF), bilateral filtering (BF), adaptive Gaussian filtering (AGF), randomly-kernel-subsampled Gaussian range filtering (RKS-GRF), randomly-kernel-subsampled bilateral filtering (RKS-BF), and randomly-kernel-subsampled adaptive Gaussian filtering (RKS-AGF).
The results are summarized as follows:
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Appendix A
In this section, we compare image subsampling to kernel subsampling in bilateral filtering. Figure A1 indicates the processing time, as well as the accuracy of image and kernel subsampling. It is indicated in the figure that processing time for image subsampling is reduced relative to that for kernel subsampling. However, the PSNR for image subsampling remains lower than that for kernel subsampling. In Figure A1c , kernel subsampling is greater than image subsampling. This indicates that kernel subsampling has a greater accuracy for the same processing time. Image size is 512 × 512.
